Homework 7: XSLT Exercise
1. Objectives



Get experience using XSLT
Get experience combining XSLT with JavaScript and DOM

2. Requirements
Given the following two XML documents
http://www-scf.usc.edu/~csci571/2010Spring/hw7/employee.xml
http://www-scf.usc.edu/~csci571/2010Spring/hw7/appointments.xml

You must write XSL Transformations and combine the information in the two XML files into a
single HTML file.

Employee.xml file

Appointments.xml file

The Employee.xml file includes a list of employees. Each employee has a name, date of birth,
social security number, home phone, home address, and cphone. The appointments.xml file is
also made up of employees, the same employees that are contained in employee.xml.
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However the appointments.xml file contains, for each employee a list of affiliations, an office
phone, an office address, and office hours.
Your task is to use an XSLT stylesheet(s) and JavaScript/DOM code to produce a single
HTML file that contains a single table that combines the information in the two xml files as
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Expected output
Requirements:


The JavaScript should use the XSL stylesheet file(s) to transform the XML into HTML,
rather than processing the XML directly.



You may assume that the list of employees in both files are the same, but you may NOT
assume that the employees occur in the same order in both XML files.




Your code must work with both Internet Explorer and Firefox
To facilitate grading you must create a webpage containing links to your employees.xml,
appointments.xml, xsl_code.xsl, code_textfile.txt, html_javascript_DOM_code.html in a
presentation similar to figure 2. The xsl_code file refers to your stylesheet. The
html_javascript_DOM_code file refers to your file responsible for performing the XSLT,
while the code_textfile is simply the same file with a .txt extension such that the graders
can view the code without the browser parsing it.
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Figure 2: Expected webpage containing links to your code

3. Hints






The structure of the XML files will not change. The tag names and order will remain the
same, but the graders may test your code with XML files containing different entries or
more or fewer entries than in the sample XML files given with the assignment.
In Firefox, use the importStyleSheet() and the
transformToDocument()methods of the XSLTProcessor object to get a DOM
object containing the XML files transformed by your XSLT.
In IE, use the transformNodeToObject()method to get a DOM object of the XML
transformed by your XSLT, or use the transformNode() method to get HTML of the
XML files transformed by your XSLT.

4. Files to Submit
Add a link on your homework page, so graders can go to your website and grade your
homework. The link should point to a webpage as shown in figure 2.
Submit your XML, XSL, and HTML files electronically to the csci571 account so that they
can be graded and compared to all other students’ code.
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